Role1 Medical Treatment Facility
Hopital de campagne Role1

Role1 Medical Facility is designed as an assembly of twenty-six ISO 1C containers.

L’hopital de campagne Role1 est conçu comme un ensemble de vingt-six conteneurs ISO 1C.

Central part i.e. Corridor and Patient Ward consists of Flatpack containers (for more information about this type container please check attached catalogue list «Flatpack container»). Particular specialized medical workplaces are in standard ISO 1C containers, which are connected to the central corridor.

Role 1 Medical Facility includes:
- Doctors,
- Dentists,
- Emergency,
- Sterilization Room,
- Laboratory,
- X-Ray Room,
- Pharmacy,
- Administration Room,
- Staff Room, Ablutions
- Ambient Store, Dry Storage.

Each unit is heated and air conditioned and contains specific equipment corresponding to the purpose of the medical workplace.

Chaque poste de travail est climatisé et chauffé et équipé avec des équipements spéciaux adaptés a l’objectif du dispositif médical.
Containers are fully operational in climatic zones A1, B2 and C1 according to STANAG 2895 (from -30°C to +52°C).

Les conteneurs sont opérationnels dans les zones climatiques A1, B2 et C1 selon STANAG 2895 (de -30°C a +52°C).

Container dimensions (external):
Dimensions du conteneur (externes):
- length/longueur 6.058 mm
- height/hauteur 2.438 mm
- width/largeur 2.438 mm